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Great Lakes—Grand Partners…in Action
The official theme of ASFPM’s 2016 national conference is, “Great
Lakes—Grand Partners.” And while the conference isn’t for another six
months, it’s never too early to talk about partnerships and
collaborations.
Individually, you can accomplish a lot. But when working with another
person or group, so much more can be achieved. That’s why we’ve
decided to feature some floodplain management collaborations.
Maybe they will inspire you think about a potential partnership in your
area and reach out to see if you two can get the ball rolling to
accomplish a specific outcome.
We learned in the December issue of the “Kansas Floodplain
Management Tips” newsletter that many floodplain management
professionals were meeting regularly with the local Board of Realtors,
and in some instances, were offering training.
“A little time to set up a meeting with a Board of Realtors can have a
number of benefits. Some local realtor associations have newsletters.
Once you establish a working relationship with the realtors they will
send out a notice to their members for you with their newsletter. This
is a good way to share information about new flood maps or new
flood insurance laws with these business professionals. During a
meeting you can teach real estate agents how to find floodplain
information on a community website or how to make a FIRMette
using the FEMA map service center website. The benefit is that
floodplain managers will have fewer questions to answer when
business professionals know how to find information for themselves.
The Community Rating System also offers points for outreach to
realtors, lenders and insurance professionals in the jurisdiction.
“Collaboration with floodplain managers is a benefit to the real estate
agents also. No realtor wants to be known as the person who sold a
client a property without informing the buyer that the property came
with an expensive flood insurance premium. That kind of thing doesn’t
help a professional business reputation. On the other hand, a realtor
that is smart and knows how flood insurance works and helps clients
save money can enhance his or her reputation. Realtors and floodplain
managers win when they work together.”
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This story reminded us of our 2015 winners of ASFPM’s Outreach and Media Award. Michael Blakely, Chatham
County, Georgia and Tom McDonald, city of Savannah, worked with a local real estate agent to create the Flood
Insurance Basics for Realtors Workshops. At these workshops, Blakely and McDonald share information
regarding elevation certificates, letters of map amendments, how to read maps and explain the recent flood
insurance reform acts.
When we contacted Steve Samuelson, an NFIP specialist with the Kansas Department of Ag and creator of the
aforementioned newsletter, to congratulate him on the great FPM/realtor partnership article, we learned about
another interesting collaboration…with school kids!
Samuelson said that in 2006 he worked near a school board office, so he walked over one day and met with the
superintendent. “As it turns out, the superintendent was my high school science teacher so we knew each other
a little bit and that made it easier. I wanted to do a flood safety deal with school children. He was very
supportive. They had a part time art director who did art projects for one day a week at each different school.
She was assigned to help work with me. The art director really helped me get this going.
“What I wanted to do was something like a flood safety poster contest. The art director helped me put together a
list of rules. I provided a list of 10 flood safety topics. Students drew pictures to depict different flood safety
topics from the list. The art director collected all of the pictures and delivered them to my office. I picked out the
best pictures and then went back to the schools to present the prizes to the winners. During the prize
presentation I got to talk to the kids a little bit more about flood safety. It was absolutely the most fun I ever had
of any day at work. The top prize was a weather alert radio that I spent $20 for. All of the other prizes were things
I had picked up for free at ASFPM conferences. You know how they give away flashlights and pocket tool kits at
the vendor booths with company names on them? I put some of that stuff in to small back packs to make starter
versions of disaster kits. After we had picked out the winners I scanned the winning entries and printed copies.
Some of the local restaurants and grocery stores let me put up the pictures on their bulletin boards. The GIS
mapping person for the community printed the scanned pictures out on the large map plotter to make some of
them poster sized. The local library had a rack to hang posters from in the library and the librarian kept them up
for a month.
“On a side note, some of the kids heard about the ‘Turn around. Don’t drown’ slogan. They thought they should
have a rhyming slogan for their posters also. Got one picture with a sad clown up to his neck in water that said,
“Don’t be a clown. Don’t drown.”
A picture of a guy running up
some steps with water halfway
up the stairs. That one said,
‘Don’t drown. Get to high
ground.’ There was one of a car
driving in water that said
something like, ‘Arrive Alive.
Don’t Drive.’
“My office was in the county
courthouse and the county
attorney had a woman on his
staff who was the translator for
cases where the defendant only
spoke Spanish. She had no cases
to work on at that time and
translated the flood safety tips
into Spanish for me at no cost.
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Photo of the first poster contest winner. Photo credit: Steve Samuelson,
contest organizer.
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“And to top it all off, one of my county commissioners had a granddaughter in the school who participated in this
contest. I got a little political good will from that and the commissioners allowed me to budget a small amount of
money to do the contest again the following year. It wasn’t a lot of money, but I was able to buy three radios for
the contest for the next year.”
We’re sure those kids talked to their parents about flood safety, and perhaps because of the contests, those
students won’t be driving on flooded roads once they get their driver’s licenses.
Our final collaboration story this month has to do with our very own Deputy Director Ingrid Wadsworth, who was
asked to speak at the Wisconsin Association for Floodplain, Stormwater and Coastal Management conference in
November. It was there that she met Laura Rozumalski, vice chair for WAFSCM and owner of FreshWater
Engineering in Madison.
Rozumalski started a resource library at her office for engineering students who are
interested in floodplain management. She asked Wadsworth if we had any items we
could donate to the library, and we put together a box full of items.
Rozumalski said, “I came up with the idea of starting this resource library when I was
at the 50th reunion celebration for the Nelson Institute's Water Resources
Management program. There was a lot of talk about collaboration between the
university and private industry. The University of Wisconsin would like to know more
about industry needs and what they should be training students on. That got me
thinking about how much I've learned about the water resources field over the past
15 years. So many different facets to the field that I'm still discovering. Then I
thought, why not take advantage of where my office is located to facilitate some of
this collaboration between UW and private industry by creating a resource for
students close to campus for them to learn more about all the different areas of
study within the field of water resources.
Laura Rozumalski (left) and
Ingrid Wadsworth in
ASFPM’s library.

“I see a lot of great education opportunities through this. I'm also a very strong
supporter of STEM and getting more women involved in those areas of work and
study. There are so few women engineers and I'd like this library to be a place where they can feel at home
learning more about subjects that have traditionally been a male-dominated field.
“I'd like the library to serve as a place for students to learn more about the field of water resources, while in an
environment where they can ask questions and potentially discover career paths they hadn't previously
considered. I'd also like to educate people on sustainable resource management. So many people take their
water resources for granted and don't stop to think about how or where they get their drinking water from or
where water goes when it rains. Educating students and the public on how our urban water cycle works and what
sort of practices or conservation techniques we can implement, will go a long way for increasing the sustainability
of our water resources management.
“My advice to other professionals would be for them to take a look at their community and think about the needs
of the citizens who live there. Consider how their knowledge and expertise as professionals could benefit the
group they are hoping to partner with. Think about what value they provide for this need. Then put together a
plan from there and be ready to adapt that plan as they get feedback from the community. Persistence will also
be key. It will take time for people to truly appreciate the value of the resources they are providing, so don't give
up!”
Do you have a partnership/collaboration story you’d like to share? We’d love to hear it.
Contact ASFPM Public Information Officer Michele Mihalovich at michele@floods.org.
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Are Your Communities Prepared for Flooding This Winter?
Climate experts are warning residents to prepare for what could be the most historic El Niño on record. Years of
drought and wildfires coupled with predicted heavy rainfall caused by El Niño could result in devastating flooding
this winter.
So what does that mean for you and your community? Since there is typically a 30-day waiting period before
flood insurance takes effect, now is the time to help property owners better understand their flood risks and the
importance of having flood insurance. It only takes one storm or an early spring thaw to cause devastating
flooding.
Properties directly affected by fires and those located downstream of burn areas are at a heightened risk of
experiencing a flood. Charred grounds in burn-scarred areas cannot easily absorb water, placing residents at an
increased risk for flash flooding and mudflows. Remind your community that flood risk isn’t solely based on flood
history—it's also based on such factors as river flow, topography, and changes due to recent building and
development.
To educate members in your community about their flood risk and financial preparedness, FloodSmart—the
marketing and education campaign of the National Flood Insurance Program—offers several tools and resources
on FloodSmart.gov that you can use, including:


The Cost of Flooding tool, which you can embed on your website to illustrate how just a few inches of
water can cost tens of thousands of dollars in damage.



Our Flood after Fire tool to simulate how fires can increase flood risk.



Consumer and business checklists to share with residents to prepare before the next disaster strikes.



Before, during, and after the flood infographics to outline the actions residents can take to stay safe and
file a claim.



Social media messages that you can share through Facebook and Twitter.

This winter, don’t let out of sight mean out of mind. Now is the time to reach out to your community, help
residents better understand their flood risk, and encourage them to protect what matters with a flood insurance
policy. It’s a conversation you won’t regret.

Here's a friendly reminder that ASFPM membership expires Dec. 31, so if you
don't want to miss out on all the wonderful benefits, get those dues paid.

WHY I LOVE BEING AN ASFPM MEMBER?
“I started in 2013 having an emergency management background and little exposure to floodplain
management. Everyone I have met has been extremely helpful and mentoring as I took tentative steps into this
deep pool. I have learned as much from all the sessions at conference as the networking. I feel blessed to have
so many new friends and colleagues. Learning more as I join the ASFPM Foundation. I am ready to dive in for
more!” said Veronica Villalobos-Pogue, program coordinator for the Arkansas Natural Resource Commission.

Renew your membership here.
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What’s the ASFPM
Foundation been up to?
ASFPM Foundation Outreach Committee
ends 2015 on a High Note!
The ASFPM Foundation Outreach Committee has been hard at
work over the last year to help the floodplain management
community better understand its important work. We are a
recognized leader in promoting the resolution of issues critical to
successful current and future floodplain management. The
foundation is an advocate for the professional, flood-related
practitioner, supplier and service provider. This past six months we
shared our history and programs by speaking to 17 state chapters
during their conferences, reaching more than 2,700 floodplain
management professionals. Check out our PowerPoint
presentation.
Donations to the ASFPM Foundation help support the Gilbert
White National Flood Policy Forums (such as the one this past
September that brought industry leaders together to focus on
opportunities and challenges of climate-informed sciences and
flood risk management); two student-focused competitions to
help develop the next generation of floodplain managers;
publications like the No Adverse Impact How-to Guides;
development of FloodManager, an interactive computer game that
helps local decision makers understand how flooding can affect
their city and how to minimize subsequent damages; and state
symposia where chapter members and others can discuss issues at
the state and local level and plan for potential future actions. This
year the foundation organized symposia in Illinois and Arizona, and
in 2016 they will be held in New York, North Carolina and Texas.
We also generated national exposure by contributing to the
“Designing for Disaster” exhibit at the National Building Museum
in DC; and created the new Larry Larson Speaker Series, which
encourages interaction among the nation’s thought leaders on
flood risk reduction policy.
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WHAT IS THE ASFPM
FOUNDATION?

In 1996, ASFPM established
a non-profit, tax exempt
foundation, which serves as
an advocate for the
profession and as a voice for
you, the practitioner,
supplier or service provider.
The foundation seeks and
directs funds to help ASFPM
meet its goals and support
floodplain management
activities that originate
outside of ASFPM.
Foundation donations have
supported development of
the CFM program, No
Adverse Impact
publications, college
student paper competitions,
higher education
opportunities in FPM, and
specialty think tank
meetings, including the
Gilbert F. White National
Flood Policy Forums.
ASFPM Foundation
promotes public policy
through select strategic
initiatives and serves as an
incubator for long-term
policy development that
promotes sustainable
floodplain and watershed
management. If you’d like
to learn more or donate to
the foundation, click here.
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The foundation can’t continue its critical work without your help. Financial
donations can be made on the “Give Now” page of our website. Or if you
prefer to print out this newsletter, you can donate to the foundation by
scanning the QR Code (to the right) into your smartphone.
In addition to monetary contributions, the ASFPM Foundation welcomes
your contribution of time and expertise by getting involved with some of
its activities. Volunteers are always needed for “events” we put on, such as
the state flood symposia, flood policy forums and the silent auctions held
every year at our national conference. Email Diane Brown at diane@floods.org and volunteer to help.

Kyle Riley, ASFPM District 4 Chapter Director, presents
on ASFPM Foundation at the Iowa Floodplain and
Stormwater Management Association conference.

2016 looks to be a promising year for the ASFPM
Foundation’s Outreach Committee as we continue
to participate in state chapter meetings and
conferences and seek ways in which we can more
fully engage with our nation’s floodplain
management community. We are asking for not
only your contributions, but your feedback on
areas we need to focus for continued success.

From the Outreach Committee, we wish you a safe and joyous holiday season and a rich and fulfilling
New Year.
ASFPM Foundation opens its 6th Annual Collegiate Student Paper Competition
Deadline for abstract submittal is Jan. 31, 2016
This is the sixth year the ASFPM Foundation has hosted the
student paper competition at our national conference, which
will be held in Grand Rapids, Michigan in June 2016.
The goal of the competition is to encourage student
engagement in floodplain management topics. But also, we
want to identify talented individuals with the potential to
make lasting contributions to floodplain management.
Go to Student Paper Competition page for details.

Above are our 2015 winners. From left: Adnya
Sarasmita, University of Washington, 2nd place;
Patrick Johnson, University of Idaho, 1st place; and
Md Nowfel Mahmud Bhuyian (Tanvir), University of
Tennessee Technological University, 3rd place. Read
all the student competition winning papers here.

No need to put your career on hold while you earn your master degree. University of Washington is offering a
mostly online Master of Infrastructure Planning and Management, with two summer classes lasting only two
weeks each. Classes are set to start next summer. For more information contact Professor Bob Freitag at
bfreitag@uw.edu. Western Kentucky University offers a Bachelors of Interdisciplinary Studies degree with a
concentration in floodplain management. For information on that program, contact Warren Campbell at
warren.campbell@wku.edu.
News & Views December 2015
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What’s happening around the world?
A collection of the most viewed stories on our Facebook page

United States
With one in three flood claims occurring outside the FEMA floodplains, you are better
off getting flood insurance. The article, “Do We Need Flood Insurance for FEMA’s ‘Low
Risk’ Areas?” was written by Beyond Floods.
Pioneering architect Bob Berkebile, winner of last year's Hanley Award, said community leaders should be
thinking about resiliency before a catastrophe takes place. Read the article, “Resilient Design Needed More Than
Ever,” which covered the BUILDER Sustainability Summit held in D.C.
We’re spending billions of dollars of taxpayer money to repair or rebuild flood-damaged
public facilities. If those new buildings aren’t designed better and smarter, that total will rise
as swiftly and scarily as sea levels. Read the blog post from the Natural Resources Defense
Council called, “The Next Wave.”

Oklahoma
Now THIS is pretty cool: A University of Oklahoma research team was completing a
project to determine if visual animation of watersheds subject to increased flooding
would be a preferable way to convey information to decision makers when the
record-breaking floods of May 2015 emphasized the significance of the project.
Read the article from The Norman Transcript here.

North Carolina
The flood insurance mythbuster. Great information from this WilmingtonBiz.com article called,
“Don’t Fall For Flood Insurance Myths,” by Geoffrey Losee.

Texas
YIKES! The Dam Called Trouble: The Army Corps of Engineers will need millions of
dollars to repair the Lewisville Lake Dam, one of the nation’s most dangerous. A
breach could put 431,000 Texans in harm’s way. Read the article from The Dallas
Morning News.

Anywhere in the world, but mostly the U.S.
Why manicured lawns should become a thing of the past. From the Washington Post’s Home &
Garden section, this article focuses on a new approach to landscape design.

Florida
“The day I toured Miami Beach with Hal Wanless, I also attended a panel discussion at the
city’s Convention Center titled ‘Eyes on the Rise,” from The New Yorker article, “The Siege of
Miami: As temperatures climb, so, too, will sea levels.”
News & Views December 2015
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Policy Matters!
Larry Larson, PE, CFM
Director Emeritus – Senior Policy Advisor, ASFPM
The end of another year gives me pause to think whether we have made any progress
in managing flood risk in the U.S. over the past year. Let’s look at some of the positive
and not so positive from 2015. To start with, surely an upgrade to the federal
Executive Order on floodplain management would have to be at the top of the list. The
draft order was issued early in the year with a comment period resulting in many, many comments and questions
about the upgrade. The focus of the upgrade was really to make sure federal taxpayer funding used for federal
actions, either building, funding or providing technical assistance, would be done in a manner to reduce the need
for future federal funding for that action.
This need was based on the reality that taxpayers were paying time and again to build the same bridge, culvert,
building, water treatment facility, etc. Especially in light of increasing storm intensity, sea level rise and increased
watershed development, this is critically important. Most taxpayer funding following disasters goes to rebuild
public infrastructure, such as those mentioned above. Doing it once is costly for the taxpayer, but doing it again
and again is folly. ASFPM has been supportive of the update order and will now work with the agencies as they
update their program rules, regulations and policy to reflect that new direction.
The ASFPM Foundation saw a need for discussion of how agencies would determine flood elevations and
floodplains under the new executive order, which directed agencies to use climate-informed science to
determine future flood levels when federal funding or support is involved. The foundation held a Gilbert F. White
Flood Policy Forum at George Washington University in September with 100 invited experts to explore this issue.
A quick summary of the Forum was in the October News & Views (page 13) written by foundation President Doug
Plasencia.
On a national/global scale, the U.S. and global efforts on climate change are aimed at actions that not only effect
our physical health, but our long-term economic health. It will take a huge effort to curb the actions that impact
melting of the glaciers, sea level rise and storm intensity, but humans have created this problem, and frankly,
only humans can impact its outcome.
Going back to the national level, many changes made to national programs are just now being implemented and
framed. The flood mapping Technical Mapping Advisory Council set up by the 2012 NFIP reform has just issued its
first couple reports. While the first reports have many recommendations, it also appears to have missed some
issues that will hopefully be picked up as the TMAC moves into its second year and beyond.
Changes to the NFIP in 2012 and 2014 that direct a movement to more actuarial rated flood insurance policies
are just now being implemented. While there are 700,000 subsidized flood insurance policies out of 5.5 million
policies, almost all of the policies go up in premium because Congress added other factors that the NFIP should
consider in setting rates, such as a reserve fund, etc. The positive here is that people will now see how much their
full flood risk costs. The negative is that more people are dropping their policies because they do not understand
the risk, but do understand the higher cost. Actuarial rates also have invigorated the private insurance and reinsurance industry to further explore getting into the flood insurance business.
From the view of looking at the nation’s levees, the Water Resources Reform and Development Act of 2014
directed the USACE to stand up a national levee safety program, which it is framing along with FEMA. The
News & Views December 2015
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legislation wisely directs that state levee safety programs are essential to effective outcomes and thus building
that state capability is important. It also directs the Corps to establish national standards for the design,
construction and long-term operation and maintenance of levees. ASFPM is working to provide input to these
programs and standards.
The federal budgets for FY16 were just completed by Congress and signed by the President. Some federal
programs important to managing flood risk will see increased funding over FY15: flood mapping and Pre-Disaster
mitigation, USGS streamgages, and others among them. These are all wise investments that will save taxpayers
money over the long term. Flood mitigation not only received the PDM increase, but has seen another option
available through the HUD 203k program. ASFPM will continue to get information on these programs to our
members and communities.
Finally, let me close with a few of the many actions taken and underway by ASFPM and our hundreds of
volunteers. In 2015, we updated our National Flood Programs and Policies in Review (2015) and issued it in June.
This publication contains 400 flood policy recommendations that were generated through our members, policy
committees and staff, culminating in a detailed review and approval by our Board of Directors. You can review
recommendations about programs in FEMA, USACE, USGS, NOAA, NRCS, DOT, EPA and more. The report also
suggests who we think is best situated to implement the change, the agency, Congress, the Administration, states
or others.
We look forward to implementing many of the items mentioned above in 2016, and working with our members,
committees, board and other decision makers to see if we can move the cheese even further in the coming year.

Why I love being an ASFPM member…
“The networking of all of these very knowledgeable people,” from Darla Duet, a CFM and floodplain
manager from Lafourche Parish, Louisiana.
“I love being a new member of ASFPM. This was a great week meeting new friends and making great
connections at #ASFPM2015 Atlanta,” from Melinda Hopkins, a CFM and NFIP Planner for the Rhode
Island Emergency Management Agency.
“I ♡ @FloodsOrg and #ASFPM2015 because flood friends are the best friends! Everyone is so genuine
and wants to share their experience with you,” from Josh Overmyer,” a CFM and CRS specialist with
the Florida Division of Emergency Management in Tallahassee, Florida.
“Why am I an ASFPM member? Because I now have a family of 16,100 who work with me to reduce
risks to floods! I love you all!!” from Terri Turner, a CFM and development services administrator for
the city of Augusta, Georgia, as well as an ASFPM No Adverse Impact Committee Co-chair.

Want to join or need to renew your membership?
News & Views December 2015
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The Process of Developing a Flood Mitigation Project for Historical Buildings
Written by Rod Scott, CFM, of L&R Resources, LLC in Mandeville, Louisiana
Rod Scott will be writing a series of columns on the issue of historic buildings
and the challenges when attempting to mitigate them.
Flood hazard mitigation of our historic buildings can take many forms: wet flood proofing, dry flood proofing and
elevation. The idea of elevating a building off its foundation in the U.S. goes back to the late 1700s with wooden
structures. Today we can elevate the building and concrete slab in order to construct a flood resistant, elevated
foundation. Prior to flood insurance reforms, which is increasing the policy rates for all pre-FIRM buildings, most
flood mitigation projects were a result of substantial damage determinations or substantial improvements, which
trigger the flood mitigation project requirements.
In the previous article, we reviewed the ability of a building owner to use the historic certification of the building
to avoid flood mitigation if the project adversely impacts the historic designation. This relief from meeting flood
map elevation requirements has resulted renovation of many of these historic buildings with high flood risk. I
wonder how many of these renovated buildings experience repeat flooding. The costs of flood disaster recovery,
increased insurance premiums and potential loss of these valuable, historic resources doesn’t seem to make the
relief a reasonable solution.
Historic properties faced with increasing flood policy rates could drive a large increase in the numbers of flood
hazard mitigation projects. Local governments could experience an increasing number of property owner
inquiries about mitigation grant funding. The construction marketplace could increase in activity to accommodate
this increased project need. Land surveyors, design professionals, structural elevation companies and
construction trades can reasonably expect to become involved in flood hazard mitigation of the approximate two
million pre-Flood Insurance Rate Map buildings in our nation.
So let’s talk about the process of developing a flood mitigation project. First the property owner must decide if
the project will be privately funded or funded by a grant. If using grant funds, the process can vary widely in
complexity and timing. If privately funded, it can vary in complexity, but is usually less tied up with reviews and
approvals. States and communities vary in experience with flood mitigation projects and support flood mitigation
projects differently. When we deal with the historic building flood mitigation projects, the building owner(s) and
the community want the project to have some level of architectural design involved, and not just an engineered
solution. Remember, we are leaving a project that will hopefully last many generations to come and we don’t
want to be remembered for leaving an incompatible design on a beautiful historic building. In communities with
many years of flood mitigation experience, one can see how the projects have evolved to include more design
elements.
When a historic property owner is considering a flood mitigation project, several items should be considered.
They will need to work with the professionals who will design and execute their project and with the local
community for permit approvals. A current elevation certificate is needed for any flood hazard mitigation project.
This document, along with any known local flood ordinance required above Base Flood Elevation freeboard, will
provide basic elevation information for proceeding with preliminary design and budgeting of the project. FEMA
has several publications available to assist property owners and design professionals in understanding the
requirements for these projects, like FEMA-551, which outlines appropriate mitigation measures for buildings,
FEMA P-467-2 reviews the FEMA NFIP requirements for historic buildings and FEMA P-936 reviews flood proofing
of non-residential structures. FEMA TB-1 and FEMA TB-5 are also important publications for dealing with flood
venting of enclosures. Calculating the net free area of flood vents has been a source of great confusion for all
involved in floodplain management, design and the land survey industry. A great new publication by the Smart
Vent, called the “Non-engineered Opening Guide,” actually measured the net free area of the known flood vents
on the marketplace and should be required reading for property owners, project designers and all others
News & Views December 2015
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involved in the floodplain management. An elevation certificate that has
incorrect measurement of the net free area can result in increased costs
for flood insurance, even if the property owners elevated.
The next important step is to develop a project financing plan, but first a
preliminary project budget is needed to approach the banking industry or
any other funding source for a flood mitigation project. At this time there
is no freely-available, published guide for this type of calculation. In states
and local areas where many of these projects have occurred, qualified
elevation companies and building contractors can provide basic budgets
for a flood mitigation project prior to actual project design. Several of us in
the flood mitigation business have developed good pre-project spread
sheets and have a working knowledge about how much the different
scope of work items cost in order to facilitate this preliminary budgeting.

BUILT C. 1849, ELEVATED 2015
The first historic district
property in New York was
elevated four feet.
Homeowners love talking to
neighbors and others curious
about the process, and they're
even documenting the process
for the state Historic
Preservation Office, which is
developing guidelines for
historic district residences that
need elevation.

A historic building owner has a unique set of financial advantages over
neighboring buildings not designated historic. Income tax credits for
rehabilitation of historic buildings are available in many states for
Read “Above the flood: Historic
commercial and residential projects. The State Historic Preservation Office
Owego house raised,” by John
manages these programs, and the National Park Service manages the
R. Roby from
federal income tax credit at the federal level. Unfortunately, at this time
the federal income tax credit program does not accommodate primary
PressConnects.com.
residential projects, only income producing properties. There is a very real
need to expand the federal income tax credit to include primary
residential properties so that rehabilitation projects, including elevation,
can be incentivized. An income producing/commercial property owner can realize approximately a 50 percent
return on investment through the use of income tax credits from the state and local programs! In many historic
areas, there is a property tax exemption for the improvements done to a historic building.
Historic building owners have several financing options. Cash is king and these projects run faster than any other
source of funding. Unfortunately, few historic building owners can fund a project this way. FEMA and HUD/CDBGDR flood hazard mitigation grants are available for disaster recovery as well as pre-disaster mitigation. A property
owner may contact their local government about grant funding opportunities. The grant funding process is a
fairly long path that can take a while to get to project execution. The Small Business Administration disaster
assistance program can also be helpful in funding an elevation project, although its program is not well
developed for mitigation projects, but could really be a good source of funding if the recovery loan program was
re-tooled to be more mitigation friendly. Most property owners pursuing a flood mitigation project will use their
$30,000 Initial Cost of Compliance (ICC) money from their flood policy to supplement their project budget needs.
Other sources of funding are: equity financing, FHA 203(k) Rehabilitation Mortgage Insurance Program and
traditional mortgage lending products that accommodate the construction needed for a flood mitigation project
to occur. The FHA 203K program enables a bank to fund up to 120 percent of the post project value of the
building/property. For many years this program was used for the purchase and rehabilitation of blighted
properties, but foundation work was not a qualified expenditure. After Hurricane Sandy, foundation work was
added as a qualified expenditure. The project enables the bank to directly pay the contractor and then convert
the construction loan into a traditional mortgage for the property owner. Finally, the historic property owner
needs to match the preliminary project budget with the proposed financing elements to see if the project is
feasible.
If budget development and financing is successful, then the project enters the formal design stage, utilizing civil
engineering and architectural services. If the project requires a new flood resistant foundation, the American
Society for Civil Engineering ASCE 24-14 guide is essential for a working understanding of designing in this very
rugged environment. The exterior of the building, including the foundation, is the most important element in the
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flood hazard mitigation of a property. It is also the part of the project everyone will observe for years to come, so
let us endeavor to get it right. I always remind people that these great, old, historic buildings provide a unique
sense of place by virtue of their design. So we need to continue that dedication and make sure the work
performed respects the historic aspects of the building. Our children and their children will thank us for “doing it
right.” The designer(s) should ask for a pre-application meeting with the local permitting authority, floodplain
management and people who work with historic buildings to review the project goals and any preliminary
elevation concepts so that the final plan submissions for permitting need fewer changes.
Local zoning regulations such as maximum height of structure and building setbacks are common issues faced by
historic building owners who want to mitigate. For example, if the building is built close to the front property line,
required setbacks may not be met or elevation may require a stair access design that would encroach into the
setback requirements. Some communities require moving the structure to meet setback requirements. ASCE 24
recommendations for the design and construction of the flood resistant foundation have changed since the 24-05
edition. The lessons learned from post flood disaster analysis of foundations since Hurricane Katrina resulted in
even stronger foundations for the future.
A soil sample is really recommended if there have not been others done in the area. This provides the structural
engineer important data for the design of the new flood resistant foundation. Some properties have enough
room to move the building so that a wood pile foundation can be driven and then elevate and roll the building
over the new piles and lowered. Freeboard requirements vary widely by local government and we need to
remember we are building a new foundation for a future of climate changes and sea level rise. If we build at the
coast today to the minimum flood map elevation, what will the owner of the building face when the sea is a
meter higher? 2-3 feet of freeboard adds a small percentage to the flood mitigation project costs, and maximizes
the flood insurance premium discounts and flood risk reduction. Please build it higher and stronger, especially at
the coast! Each community has different document requirements for permitting. Make sure you know what
documents are required early in the project design phase. Many communities with historic buildings or districts
also have staff and an appointed citizen board, commonly known as the “Historic Preservation Commission.” The
commission reviews the project and issues a “Certificate of Appropriateness,” which is the last step to permitting
the project.
Wouldn’t an education program about this process be beneficial? Maybe by the end of 2016 we will see this
come to fruition and be available to all for free. Property owners, designers and contractors educated about how
this process works will be more likely to initiate a flood hazard mitigation project for their historic property. More
flood hazard mitigation projects mean safer, more sustainable communities into this century of changing climate
and sea level rise.

It’s that time of year again. Time to renew your ASFPM membership
ASFPM is recognized worldwide as a leader in floodplain management. With floods
happening more frequently and severely today, your role as a floodplain manager and
ASFPM member is crucial and more important than ever.
Be sure to renew your membership by Dec. 31 and help ASFPM keep doing great
work—nationally and locally!
Renew your ASFPM 2016 membership.
If you have any questions about your membership, please email
memberhelp@floods.org.
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Remember, as an ASFPM member, you not only grow with the association, you help
shape it.
USDA Begins 49th Enrollment Period for the
Conservation Reserve Program
Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack reminded farmers and ranchers that the next general enrollment period for
the Conservation Reserve Program begins Dec. 1, 2015 and ends Feb. 26, 2016.
December 2015 also marks the 30th anniversary of CRP, a federally-funded program that assists agricultural
producers with the cost of restoring, enhancing and protecting certain grasses, shrubs and trees to improve
water quality, prevent soil erosion and reduce loss of wildlife habitat.
As of September 2015, 24.2 million acres were enrolled in CRP. CRP also is protecting more than 170,000 stream
miles with riparian forest and grass buffers, enough to go around the world seven times. For an interactive tour
of CRP success stories from across the U.S., visit www.fsa.usda.gov/CRPis30, or follow on Twitter at #CRPis30.
"Over the past 30 years, farmers, ranchers, conservationists, hunters, fishermen and other outdoor enthusiasts
have made CRP one of the most successful conservation programs in the history of the country," said Vilsack.
"Today, CRP continues to make major environmental improvements to water and air quality. This is another
longstanding example of how agricultural production can work hand in hand with efforts to improve the
environment and increase wildlife habitat."
Contracts on 1.64 million acres of CRP are set to expire Sept. 30, 2016. Producers with expiring contracts or
producers with environmentally-sensitive land are encouraged to evaluate their options under CRP.
For more information on FSA conservation programs, visit a local FSA office or www.fsa.usda.gov/conservation.
To find your local FSA office, visit http://offices.usda.gov.

National Academy of Sciences releases
second report on “Affordability of National
Flood Insurance Program Premiums”
A new report from the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and
Medicine identifies an approach for the Federal Emergency Management
Agency to evaluate policy options for making premiums through the
National Flood Insurance Program more affordable for those who have
limited ability to pay. Microsimulation is a modeling approach that is wellsuited to estimating premiums and future flood damage claims at the
individual policyholder level, the report says. A microsimulation modeling
approach would, for example, allow FEMA to compare the price of NFIP
premiums that reflect true flood risk — as called for in the Biggert-Waters
Flood Insurance Reform Act of 2012 — with measures of policyholders’
ability to pay. The agency then could evaluate how different premium and
mitigation assistance programs might be designed to make premiums
affordable for cost-burdened households. You can download the full report
here. You can also download the first report, released in March, here. NAS is holding two, 1-hour information
webinars on the report Jan. 20. Register here. Registration is required to join the webinar.
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Takeaways from the 2015 Digital Coast Partner Meeting
By Anna Read, Senior Program Development and Research Associate with American Planning Association, insights
from ASFPM Executive Director Chad Berginnis, and photos by Allison Hardin, past ASFPM Coastal Committee CoChair
The Digital Coast Partnership — a group of coastal resource management
organizations working together to improve access to federal coastal data,
training and best practices — gathered in Charleston, South Carolina this
month.
Over the course of the meeting, partners worked to identify opportunities to
advance the Digital Coast effort through collaborative outreach and joint
project activities, provided updates on new tools and products, and received
demonstrations of Digital Coast tools. Below are a few key takeaways from
the meeting:


Coastal management requires a multidisciplinary approach. The Digital Coast Partnership brings
together APA, ASFPM, Coastal States Organization, National Association of Counties, National Estuarine
Research Reserve Association, National States Geographic Information Council, NOAA Office for Coastal
Management, The Nature Conservancy and Urban Land Institute. The partnership has built a strong
alliance of national organizations that are working on coastal and resiliency issues across disciplines in
order to build a network of coastal professionals
and support coastal decision making. “This is one
of the best and innovative forums I know of to
tackle the huge problem of coastal resiliency,”
said ASFPM Executive Director Chad Berginnis.



Coastal data is important for coastal decision
making. The nation has more than 450 coastal
counties and 95,000 miles of shoreline. The
nation’s coastal areas are more densely
populated and more rapidly growing than other areas of the country. Digital Coast provides data, in
addition to tools and trainings, to help address coastal issues. The information can be searched by topic,
and specific resources are available for states (Digital Coast in Your State) and counties (Coastal County
Snapshots).
 Digital Coast partners are creating great resources. In addition

to the wealth of tools and resources available through the Digital
Coast site, Digital Coast partners are working on a range of related
projects and creating resources on resilience issues. These include
resources such as the Urban Land Institute’s recent
report, “Returns on Resilience: The Business Case” and
APA’s Planning Information Exchange webinars, in partnership
with ASFPM. Additionally, NOAA not only provided Digital Coast
Partners demonstrations of new and updated tools, but also
sought feedback on tools in development.
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Digital Coast Partnership meetings provide a forum for
technical and interdisciplinary support. During the meeting,
Digital Coast partners had the opportunity to receive input and
feedback on current projects. For example, the final day of the
meeting included a charrette focused around current work by
ASFPM and Coastal States Organization on improving coastal
resilience through participation in the National Flood Insurance
Program’s Community Rating System.

Berginnis said, “From my perspective the Digital Coast Partnership has
provided an invaluable forum for us as national organizations and NOAA
to collaborate, identify synergies and develop a big picture sense of what the data and decision support needs
exist in the field.”

The Flood Risk Management October newsletter (page 2) has a nice piece written by Steve
Stockton, director of civil works, about receiving ASFPM’s Goddard-White Award and the
evolution of USACE FRM missions and roles.

Great Lakes—Grand Partners
ASFPM’s 40th Annual National Conference
June 19-24, 2016

Getting excited about ASFPM’s 2016 conference Great Lakes—Grand Partners in Grand Rapids,
Michigan? Well, one thing you can do right now is order conference memorabilia from the Virtual Store.
Two things to remember: one, the order deadline is May 22 (orders will NOT be accepted after that
deadline), and two, merchandise will NOT be available for purchase onsite like it has in past years. You
will be picking up your items onsite though.
You can also book your hotel rooms now if you’d like. The conference website will be updated often, so
you should check it periodically for new information. Conference registration opens mid-February.
And FYI. Program Chair Steve McMaster and his team are putting the final touches on the preliminary
concurrent sessions program. If you submitted an abstract for consideration, be on the lookout for a
notification email mid-January!
Need more convincing about attending this conference? Check out Experience Grand Rapids’ “Top 10
Reasons to Visit” list. Spoiler alert: art, food, music, beer, outdoors, beaches, shopping, culture,
hospitality and connecting!
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From the Chair
Ceil C. Strauss, CFM &
State Floodplain Manager in St. Paul, Minnesota
How do you solve a problem like A Zones?
(Or, how do we get flood zones based on accurate data and boundaries?)
A Zones are still a problem
I run into problems with A Zones on a daily basis, and so do a high percentage of our local officials and others
working with floodplain issues in Minnesota. And we know A Zones are a problem for much of the country,
especially in the central and western states. Although a FEMA mapping official noted at the ASFPM conference
several years ago that we have accurate maps nationally, many of us beg to differ.
Some ongoing and recent examples of problems involving A Zones include:
 Hearing continual complaints about the quality of the maps, i.e., “Those FEMA maps that were drawn
with crayon.”
 Convincing lenders that the map from 1976 (or earlier) REALLY is the current effective map.
 Determining Base Flood Elevations using limited information for zoning decisions, as happens hundreds
or thousands of times a year in our state and involves significant time for local officials and state staff
assisting them.
 Determining BFEs for a dramatically-increased number of pre-Flood Insurance Rate Map landowners who
have flood insurance and now need the BFE for insurance rating.
 Assisting residents and local officials with hundreds of Letters of Map Amendments a year that involve
structures well above the BFE, including a good percentage by 10 feet or more.
On a related note, I recently read a December Marsh report, “Reforming the National Flood Insurance Program,”
that Minnesota, as a state, had the lowest rate of compliance for mandatory
flood insurance. The point in the report was that better compliance with the
mandatory purchase requirement is a priority, and I completely agree with
that.
However, I am convinced that a big part of the explanation for our low
compliance rate has much more to do with the study using the
unmodernized floodplain (with huge islands of C Zones that are included in
the floodplain layer) that are all we have digitally for a majority of our
counties, and that many of our digital Flood Insurance Rate Maps have A
and AE Zone layers that include areas 20-30 feet above the BFE. There’s a
reason we have so many LOMAs relative to the number of policies!
Cost efficient options available
The good news is that current technology allows us to produce model based
A Zones for a fraction of the cost of AE Zone modeling. In ballpark figures, it
costs $10,000 per mile for AE Zone level modeling versus $100 to $150 per
mile for the different levels of model based A Zones. For a large percent of
the nation’s A Zones, communities are clamoring for DFIRMs with model
based A Zones. Figure 3 (below) shows the continuum of model based A
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Figure 1 - A Zones on older maps

Figure 2 - Sample DFIRM A Zone: (1)
no supporting model, and (2) doesn’t
meet boundary standard
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Zone, and the A Zone examples in Figures 1 and 2 are
not even on the continuum. (Note: A recent Minnesota
Water Talk article gives a brief explanation of the
different accuracy levels for the model based A Zones.)

Figure 3 – Model-based A Zone Continuum

Unless a detailed study is done, the BFEs and the cross sections from
these model-based A Zones will not be shown on the DFIRMs, but the
models and shape files with the BFE data are available to local
officials, engineers, surveyors, etc. Ask any of our local officials if
they’d rather have DFIRMs with these model-based A Zones, or wait
until FEMA has the funding to do DFIRM with AE Zones, and they will
give you an immediate “YES.” These model-based A Zone help with 95
percent of the problem situations noted earlier.

Figure 4 – Sample of model based A Zone
data. BFEs not shown on DFIRM (but cross
sections and models are available).

Ways to get flood zones based on accurate data and boundaries
ASFPM’s “Flood Mapping for the Nation” report and the Technical Mapping Advisory Council recommendations
recognize there are still large areas of the county that don’t have maps based on accurate data and boundaries.
There are many other areas that are a priority for mapping funding, but the momentum is going in the right
direction to recognize that at least a portion of the funding needs to focus on getting at least the model-based A
Zone level of mapping nationally.
In the counties that were mapped later in the Flood Map Modernization program, we had model-based A Zones.
In the Risk MAP program, while the focus has shifted to watershed-based efforts and greater emphasis on
outreach, FEMA is now doing First Order Approximations, at a minimum. The good news is that the budget deal
that just passed by Congress includes significantly more mapping funding than we’ve seen in recent years. And
we are hearing that “some” of the mapping funding for FY16 will be targeted at getting a portion of the counties
that still have paper maps DFIRMs based on model-based A Zones and accurate boundaries for A and AE Zones.
I’d like to see efforts continue in this direction with the non-DFIRM counties, while we continue to address the
many other mapping update needs.

Job Corner
ASFPM member Vijaya Tummala joined the Hart Crowser Honolulu office this December.
Tummala is an associate environmental engineer with more than 12 years of experience in
water resources engineering, stormwater management, environmental compliance and
civil engineering. At Hart Crowser, she will support National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System permitting/compliance, stormwater management, floodplain studies and pollution
prevention projects. She is a licensed Civil Engineer in Hawaii and a Certified Inspector of Sediment and
Erosion Controls. Congratulations!
Check out the most-up-to-date job listings being offered on ASFPM’s Job Corner. Or post your own job
opening. It’s completely free!
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News you can use…
EMI offering a Virtual Tabletop Exercise Series with a focus on floods this March
This exercise will focus on a flooding event, specifically looking at response and recovery efforts. Flooding is one
of a series of Virtual Tabletop Exercises offered by the Emergency Management Institute. This VTTX differs from
other tabletop exercises in that it will be conducted using Video-Teleconference technology (not web-based), and
is intended to provide an opportunity for responders across the nation to simultaneously participate in a hazardspecific facilitated discussion. VTTX involves key personnel discussing a simulated flood in an informal setting, and
can be used to assess plans, policies, training and procedures. Lead facilitation for the exercise will be
coordinated by EMI, with local facilitation provided by the participating agency. Read more in Training
Opportunity 2019

Ocala, Florida went from a CRS ranking of 8 to a 3, and FEMA's giving it props!
Ocala, Florida spent tens of millions on flood mitigation and last week received an award from the Federal
Emergency Management Administration in recognition of its efforts. The city participates in FEMA’s Community
Rating System and in a single year improved its ranking from an eight out of 10 to a three. Read the full story,
“FEMA recognizes city for drainage repairs.”

Did you know FEMA P-993 “Variances and the NFIP” was updated in 2014?
The National Flood Insurance Program variances procedures are designed to help local governments protect their
citizens and property from flood damage. Allowing variances to the local floodplain management standards may
significantly increase a property’s flood insurance rate and decreased community resilience. Therefore, by
implementing the NFIP variance procedures, a community will ensure variance are the minimum necessary and
alternative actions are taken that protect and encourage safe development in the floodplain. This publication
outlines the floodplain management variance criteria as set forth in Title 44 Code of Federal Regulations Part 60,
Criteria for Land Management and Use, Subpart A – Requirements for Floodplain Management Regulations,
Section 60.6 (44 CFR §60.6).

Not from FEMA, but an interesting concept for flood insurance
Many areas in the United States are vulnerable to floods. However, the purchase of flood insurance, an important
contributor to community resilience, remains low. Insurance payments, unlike federal disaster aid, can provide
rapid and higher payouts to households after a disaster and the pricing structure can be used to encourage
investments in risk reduction. To increase insurance coverage, one idea that has been suggested is for
communities to purchase flood insurance on behalf of floodplain residents.
In this new Resources for the Future report called “A Proposed Design for Community Flood Insurance,”
researchers Carolyn Kousky and Leonard Shabman present a detailed design for community insurance that could
be attractive to some communities and be a feasible offering of the National Flood Insurance Program, private
(re)insurance company or a municipal pool. The design ideas in the report are based on in-depth consultations
with stakeholders.

FEMA announces policy updates to Flood Risk Analysis and Mapping Standards
A summary of the changes in the standards and the public review is available at the FEMA library. An overview of
RiskMAP standards and guidance and access to all documents is available at http://www.fema.gov/guidelinesand-standards-flood-risk-analysis-and-mapping.
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Ethics in Floodplain Management
Written by John Ivey, CFM, retired PE from Halff Associates,
and instructor on “Ethics in Floodplain Management”

What ethical situations may be or have been encountered by CFMs and floodplain
management professionals in a disaster response and recovery situation?
Example 1: Substantial Damage? A property, located in the Special Flood Hazard Area, has received flood
damage and the property owner has produced a contractor’s estimate to repair showing the damage was less
than 50 percent of the market value. However the community permit official has concerns about the credibility of
the contractor and suspects that the damage exceeds 50 percent. In the meantime, elected officials have waived
permit fees and demand recovery be accelerated. If the community building official inspects the property and
utilizes FEMA’s Substantial Damage Estimator it will delay recovery for this property. Of course all of you
floodplain management professionals reading this article will say, “run SDE and let the chips fall where they
may.” This example reinforces the need for floodplain management training for all community building officials,
and perhaps elected official as well.
Example 2: Developers often pressure community floodplain managers and building officials and their
consultants during the building permit process. How many times have you heard, “I am a professional engineer,
registered architect, certified planner … therefore, you should not question my technical ability and just issue the
building permit.” Keep in mind that the community floodplain official has the responsibility to administer the
flood damage prevention ordinance. When all the community floodplain official’s questions have been answered,
all assurances met and all other permits and approvals received, then issue a building permit. There is not a fine
line between floodplain management ethics and administering NFIP requirements. They are one and the same.

Questions you should always ask yourself:
• Is the action legal?
• Does it comply with FPM values and ethics?
• If you do it, will you feel bad?
• How would it look in the newspaper?

Need a little
review of the
CFM Code of Ethics?
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From the Director’s Desk
Chad Berginnis, CFM
Executive Director, ASFPM
Can we please retire No. 92?
For us in Wisconsin, the Green Bay Packers are a big deal. So it was with much fanfare on
Thanksgiving Day that Green Bay retired Bret Favre’s No. 4 at Lambeau Field. Why do we retire numbers in sports
anyways? Well to me it stands for the achievements made by an individual over a career to a particular team. But
it also means that the number cannot be used again by that team. It is with this analogy that I want to make a
plea to do the same with No. 92. In the past month or so I have been involved in a couple of meetings that used
the following statistic directly or indirectly:
Map Mod improved and updated the nation’s flood maps and provided 92 percent of the nation’s
population with Flood Insurance Rate Maps.
What kind of impression does that statistic give you? Does it leave you thinking that we have pretty much licked
the mapping problem and we don’t have much left to do? We are now many years past the completion of the last
Map Mod projects. If the stat wasn’t otherwise footnoted, how could you not think that flood mapping is largely
complete in this country? As the late Paul Harvey would have said, “And Now for the Rest of the Story.”
The National Flood Insurance Program 2012 Reform Act (often referred to as Biggert-Waters 12) was signed into
law by President Obama July 6, 2012, which authorized the national flood mapping program (NFMP). Yet today,
we are implementing RiskMAP, a program conceived and implemented to primarily service the National Flood
Insurance Program itself, as opposed to being the program Congress created whereby the FIRMs and other
products developed by FEMA serve as the basic and fundamental flood risk dataset used in the United States for
multiple purposes – there is a big difference. Now, three and a half years later, how much have we progressed
with implementing the requirements and vision of the NFMP? Sadly not too far. What concerns me is that as
Congress begins to think about NFIP reauthorization and reform in 2017 (they are starting to think about it now,
by the way), a legitimate question they will ask is, “Have we made progress on implementing the NFMP?” I sure
hope we, as the broader floodplain management community, are ready to show some progress. I hope that the
first reports of the Technical Mapping Advisory Council really tackle any implementation hurdles that stand in the
way of implementing the NFMP. I hope FEMA’s internal work teams are making progress transitioning out of
RiskMAP and into NFMP.
OK, now back to the main point of this column.
Pull out any panel of your community’s FIRM. Using the following checklist, do you have all of the following
shown on that particular panel:











100-year and 500-year floodplains in all populated areas
100-year and 500-year floodplains in all areas of possible population growth
Areas of residual risk including areas protected by levees, dams and other flood control structures
Areas that could be inundated as a result of the failure of a levee, dam, or other flood control structure
The level of protection provided by any flood control structure identified on the panel
Any applicable inundation map developed by the Corps of Engineers
NOAA data related to storm surge modeling
Relevant hazards data on land subsidence, coastal erosion areas, changing lake levels and other flood
related hazards
NOAA and USGS data regarding future changes in sea levels, precipitation, and intensity of hurricanes
Any other relevant information as recommended by TMAC
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My guess is there are NO FIRM panels in the entire country that have all of these data elements, which are
required under the NFMP (and if you find a FIRM panel that does, can you please send it to me? I would love to
be proven wrong). This is why I am so upset about the Map Mod statistic still being used today. It is no longer a
relevant metric under the framework of NFMP. This is to take nothing away from the goal, vision and hard work
done under Map Mod. From James Lee Witt to Mike Buckley and Matt Miller, what was accomplished under Map
Mod was very important and necessary. We had to substantially undertake the transition from paper FIRMS and
old cartographic methods to newer digital formats. It is an accomplishment that should be celebrated. However
the story, and urgency, I’m not seeing is that there is a LOT of work that remains to be done and a new mandate.
Any report today should compare what we have in or current mapping inventory with the above checklist and
what is required under the NFMP.
Similarly, I urge caution be taken on deployment of RiskMAP as some form of metric to measure resiliency or
progress, not when RiskMAP deployment isn’t even leading to the identification all of the flood hazards facing a
community (although RiskMAP has progress beyond what Map Modernization included in FEMA’s bundle of
products it provides to communities).
What percent of the population has a map that is compliant with the NFMP?
That is the relevant question for today, not what percentage of the population has a modernized FIRM. The
answer to this question will tell a different story entirely. What if the answer was that only 5 percent of the
population had a map that was compliant with the national flood mapping program? Doesn’t it leave you with
the impression that there is a lot more mapping and hazard identification to be done?
Over the past year, ASFPM has worked hard to educate Congress about the need for mapping. Our Flood
Mapping for the Nation report was developed factoring in what it would cost to produce all of the data required
under NFMP. We have between a $4.5 billion to $7.5 billion workload ahead of us. Thankfully, floodplain
managers have a lot to celebrate this holiday season. Congress seems to have heard our concerns and responded
with a desperately needed increase in mapping funding – almost doubling the appropriated funds to $190
million. At such a funding level, we could achieve the NFMP goals for the nation in about 25 years, and could cut
that time in half if the mapping program is funded at the authorized $400 million per year. However, that job
becomes much harder if we don’t give proper context to old accomplishments and give Congress the wrong
impression that mapping is done.
Happy Holidays!
Your partner in loss reduction,

Chad
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ASFPM Editorial Guidelines: ASFPM accepts and welcomes articles from our members and partners. “The
Insider” and “News & Views” have a style format, and if necessary, we reserve the right to edit submitted articles
for space, grammar, punctuation, spelling, potential libel and clarity. If we make substantive changes, we will
email the article back to you for your approval before using. We encourage you to include art with your article in
the form of photos, illustrations, charts and graphs. Please include a description of the art, along with the full
name of who created the art. If the art is not yours originally, you must include expressed, written consent
granting ASFPM permission to use the art in our publications. Copyright© Association of State Floodplain
Managers, Inc. Information and opinions contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of the ASFPM
Board of Directors. Reproduction, with credit, permitted for individual ASFPM-authored articles. Please contact
Michele Mihalovich at editor@floods.org.
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